Bubble Machine Operating Instructions
Note: Always follow all safety instructions affixed to this machine.
1. The Bubble Machine must be used in a horizontal position on a level surface or it may be
mounted using the bracket provided ensuring that the bubbles are not shooting directly at
anyone's face or above areas of heavy traffic as bubble fluid leaves a slippery surface.
Whatever method of installation you choose, the machine must not have more than a 5-degree
angle of inclination.
2. This machine requires a dedicated 15 amp outlet.
3. Place machine on a level surface and pour approximately 1 cup of bubble juice in the tank.
Now plug in the unit.
4. You should now be enjoying hundreds of bubbles.
5. To avoid fluid from becoming contaminated, replace the cap after each use.
6. If you experience low output or no output at all, unplug immediately. Check the fluid level,
external fuse and main power supply. If it appears to be ok, plug it in again. If you are not able
to determine the cause of the problem, contact us immediately.
7. After use, ensure all the fluid is drained before moving. It will help reduce costly parts
replacement and repair charges.
8. While the unit is unplugged, empty all the bubble fluid and rinse with warm water. Plug unit
in and allow it to run until all wands are free of residue. The body of the unit may be cleaned
with a soft damp cloth.
**Caution: Do not obstruct the bubble wands. Never allow children to place fingers inside the
front of machine. Do not leave machine unattended. Bubble fluid produces slippery surface on
floor. Please do not attempt to clean machine. Durants takes care of all cleaning necessities.**
**Never drink the fluid. If it is ingested, call your doctor immediately. If fluid comes in contact
with skin or eyes, rinse thoroughly with water. Beware of overfilling or spillage.**
For any questions or concerns, please contact us immediately.
Thank you for your business!
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